
Reasons to Date a Woman with
High Standards

 

A woman with high standards is a woman who knows what
she wants. When she sets the bar for who she chooses to
be with, it doesn’t mean that she’s immediately a red-
heeled tigress who eats men’s souls for lunch. Standards
are relative, and this woman, in her confident smile and
intriguing  sensibilities,  simply  knows  exactly  what
she’s looking for.

She is any lady who knows how and when to compromise,
but doesn’t take less than what she knows she deserves.
She’s honest, open, and admittedly at times, too-wide
eyed: There will be always a point when she hopes to
marry into real-life royalty, but at the end of the day
she just wants a prince who’ll help with the dishes in a
cozy home.

She isn’t afraid to venture out, but won’t think twice
about staying within her familiar haunts when she feels
like it. She can either actively look for love or simply
choose to sit in a coffee shop without even trying.
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However she does it, the point is that she won’t just
date  anyone  (unlike  before),  because  now,  she  knows
better. Yes, she may have been hurt before, and she has
also made mistakes, but haven’t we all?

A woman with standards knows that the person who’s worth
her time will understand her worth, and treat her right.
She is someone who has confidence and ambition, and
while at times she may question her own abilities, she
never fails to go beyond her insecurities when it truly
counts. She doesn’t stand at the sidelines watching life
pass her by; she jumps right in the flow and expects
whomever she chooses to be with to do the same. She
understands that a partner isn’t the person to fix her,
but someone who can help her smoothen out her edges
while celebrating her identity, and vice versa.

In the same vein, a woman with high standards for her
future partner sets even higher ones for herself.

She knows that she has to bring something to the table.
She isn’t looking for someone too handsome, or too rich,
or too smart. She’s looking for one who can match her in
every possible way. That’s where her standards for both
herself and her man are coming from; the definite desire
to find that one soul excited about the same worthwhile
life she has dreamed of. At the end of the day, it’s not
really about high standards, just values.

So yes, date a woman with standards. Date a woman who
knows her worth, because finding someone who can stand
on her own means being with someone who can stand with
you.


